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Some theorems on first-order asymptotic behavior of probabilities of 
large deviations of multivariate empirical distribution functions are proved. 
One of these generalizes certain large deviation theorems of Borovkov, 
Hoadley, Sanov and Stone in various ways. 
An information theoretical proof of a theorem of Chernoff is given. 
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I • INTRODUCTION 
Let Dd be the space of cl-dimensional distribution functions (dfs) en-
dowed with the topology induced by the supremum metric 
d(F,G) = sup d IF(x) - G(x)I. 
XElR 
d For F E D d we denote by µF the Borel measure induced by F on lR . Let the 
Kullback-Leibler information number K(G,F) of G with respect to F(F,GEDd) 
be defined by 
K(G,F) = f (dµG/dv)log{(dµG/dv)/(dµF/dv)}dv 
lRd 
where v is any a-finite measure on lRd dominating both µF and µG. 
Here and in the sequel we use the conventions 
0 log (O/a) = 0 for a 2 0 
and 
a log (a/0) = oo for a> O. 
If A is a subset of Dd and FE Dd, let 
K(A,F) = inf{K(G,F) G E A}. 
With these notations we have the following theorem of Hoadley (1967) 
(specialized to the "one-sample situation"). 
Let x1,x2 , •••• be mutually independent random variables with a common con-
~ 
tinuous df F c D1 and let FN be the emoirical df of the first N random var-
iables x1, .•. ,XN. Suppose T is a real valued unifoPml-11 c-ont?'.rruous .functional 
on D 1 and let Qr= {GE D1 : T(G) 2 r} for each r E lR. 
Then, if the function t + K(Qt,F) is continuous at t =rand {uN} is 
a sequence of real numbers such that li~+oo uN = 0 
(I.I) -I -lim N log P{T(FN) 2 
N➔oo 
r + u } = N - K(Q ,F). r 
2 
One of the purposes of this paper is to prove the same result under weaker 
conditions and thus to obtain a more general theorem. 
In the next sections it will be shown that generalizations are possible in 
three different directions simultaneously 
(i) the uniform continuity of the functional T can be weakened to conti-
nuity (or an even weaker condition). 
(ii) the space of dfs D1 may be replaced by Dd. 
(iii) F may be an arbitrary df, not necessarily continuous. 
Stone (1974) has given a simpler proof of Hoadley's theorem, but under 
the original strong conditions. Although his proof can easily be adapted to 
cover the cl-dimensional case, it is not obvious that his approach could 
also be used to generalize Hoadley's theorem in the other directions. 
On the other hand Borovkov (1967) has proved the following theorem. 
Let F be a continuous one-dimensional df and Q an open set of dfs in 
D1. Then, if K(Q,F) = K(Q,F), where Q denotes the closure of Q: 
( I • 2) -1 -lim N log P{FN E Q} = - K(Q,F). 
N-+= 
By this theorem the unifoY'17! continuity of the functional Tin Hoadley's 
theorem can be weakened to continuity, but Borovkov relies in his proofs on 
the rather deep methods of Fourier analysis of random walks from Borovkov 
(1962) for which generalisation to discontinuous or multi-dimensional dfs 
might prove to be difficult. 
Finally Sanov (1957) has stated a large deviation theorem which is in 
a certain sense more general and in another sense more special than the 
theorems of Borovkov, Hoadley and Stone. 
We shall prove a theorem (theorem 6.1 of this paper) which implies the 
above mentioned theorems as special cases. In our proofs we shall rely on 
rather simple methods which are akin to methods used in information theory 
(for example Csiszar (1975), Pinsker (1960)). This will clarify the rela-
tionships between the results obtained by Borovkov, Hoadley, Sanov and 
Stone and give a unified approach to these results which were obtained by 
very different methods. 
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The theory will be applied to give an information theoretical proof of 
a theorem of Chernoff (Chernoff (1952)). In a subsequent paper we shall 
apply our results to prove a multivariate analogue of Chernoff's theorem 
and to give an expression for the "exact Bahadur slope" of the trimmed mean 
(which can be considered as a continuous but not uniformly continuous func-
tional of empirical dfs). 
2. A LARGE DEVIATION THEOREM FOR EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
In the sequel µG will denote the measure on the Borel field Bon 1R.d 
induc~d by a cl-dimensional distribution function (df) G. The empirical dis-
tribution function of a sample of N i.i.d. cl-dimensional random vectors 
-with df F will be denoted by FN. 
Dd will be the space of cl-dimensional dfs (which will be endowed with 
various different topologies in the sequel, but has at present no special 
topology). 
By a partition of 1R.d is meant a finite partition of 1R.d consisting of 
B-measurable sets. The number of sets in the partition is called the size 
of the partition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let FE Dd and P 
for a df GE Dd 
d 
= {B 1, ••• ,Bp} be a partition of 1R.. Then 
and for a set Ac Dd 
Kp(A,F) = inf Kp(G,F). 
GEA 
In the sequel we shall repeatedly use without explicit reference the in-
equality 
( 2. I ) Kp(G,F) ~ K(G,F), for F,G E Dd and each partition P 
which is corollary 3.2 1n Kullback (1959). 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let FE Dd. Suppose {VN} is a sequence of sets contained in Dd 
and { P N} a sequence of partitions of lRd of size ~ = o (N/logN). 
Then 
-(2.2) P{FN EVN}~ exp{- N(Kp (VN,F) + o(I))}, 
N 
where o(I) ➔ 0, as N ➔ 00 at a rate depending on~ but not on the choice of 
the sets VN. 
PROOF. Let PN 
Then 
for I ~ J ~ ~ and N E 1-J • 
~ 
I zJ. log( zJ. /pN,J.) ~ 
j=l 
~ 
I j=I z. J 1, z. ~ 0 J and Nzj E Zl for each j}. 




z. = I, z. ~ 0 
J- J 
and Nz. E Zl for each J 1.s 
J 
( N+~-1) __ exp{O(N)}, N ➔ oo. 
~-I 
Moreover, by Stirling's formula 
(2.4) N! (Nz 1)! ... (Nz )! ~ 
J ( ~ \1 ~ expl-N1 I z.log zJ.+O(l))J 
'j= I J 
where o(l) ➔ O, as N ➔ 00 at a rate depending on~• but not on the Z. IS, 
J 
Hence 
exp{ - N(Kp (VN,F) + 0(1))} 
N 
where o(I) tends to zero uniformly in the sets VN by (2.3) and (2.4). D 
DEFINITION 2.2. For each NE~ and Ac Dd the set A(N) is defined by 
A (N) = {G E A: NG(x) E 7Z for all x E Rd} 
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THEO~EM 2.1. Let F be a df in Dd and Q a set of dfs in Dd. Suppose the fol-




For each c < K(Q,F) there exist for all N sufficiently large a finite 
number k~ of sets V . c D~ and partitions PN. of size IT~1 , 1• such that 
.J n, 1 t.; , 1 l'l 
!!\ax ~ . = o (N/log N), ~ = exp(o (N)) and 
J:s; 1:SkN , 1. 
K (V F) > I < . < ' P N , , c, - 1 - KN N . ,1 
,1. 
n<N) c kN U VN . i=I , 1 
(B) For each e > 0 there exist for all N sufficiently large a df GN E Q(N) 





Kp (GN,F) < K(Q,F) + e 
N 
{HE Dd: µH(B) = µ (B) for BE PN} c n 
GN 
-) A 
lim N log P{FN E Q} = -K(Q,F) 
N-+<x> 
REMARK. Condition (A) is for example satisfied if K(Q,F) = sup{Kp(Q,F): P 
is a partition of Rd}. For there then exists a partition P such that 
Kp(n,F) > c, for each c < K(Q,F), hence we can take kN = I, vN,I = n. In 
this case the size of the partition Pis a fixed finite number. 
Other sufficient conditions for (A) and (B) will be given in the next 
sections. This will make clear that certain theorems of Sanov (1957), 
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Borovkov (1967) and Stone (1974) are special cases of Theorem 2.1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Let c < K(rl,F) be arbitrary and let {kN}, {VN,i} and 
{P .} be sequences satisfying condition (A). Then, by Lemma 2.1: 
N' i 
-I -lim sup N log P{FN E Q} 5 
N-+= 
lim -I log~ <; sup N - C -c. 
N-+= 
Since c < K(rl,F) 1-S arbitrary, we get 
-I -(2~6) lim sup N log P{FN E: n} 5 - K(S1,F). 
N-+= 
Conversely by condition (B) there exists an N0 E 1N such that for all N ~ N0 
a partition {BN,i•···,BN,rnN} of size~= o(N/log N) and numbers zN,j' 
:::: j :::: ~ can be found satisfying 
I , ZN . ~ 0 , N ZN . E ~ , 
, J , J 
and 
(i) + E: 
(ii) { H E: D d : ]JH ( BN • j ) = ZN' j , I 5 J 5 ~} c Q 
Then for N ~ N1, by Stirling's formula: 
- N! 
P{FN E Q} ~ ( )' ( )' NzN I .... NzN . 
' ,mN 
~ exp{-N(K(rl,F) + E: + o(I))}. 
Hence 
-I -lim inf N log P{FN E Q} ~ - K(rl,F) - E: 
N-+= 
Thus 
(2. 7) -I lim inf N log P{FN E Q} ~ - K(rl,F) 
N-+= 
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The theorem now follows from (2.6) and (2.7). D 
3, A CONDITION ON THE INTERIOR OF n. COMPARISON WITH STONE'S CONDITIONS 
In this section we show that a theorem of Stone is implied by theorem 
2.1. For this purpose it will be convenient to consider on Dd the topology 
of convergence on all Borel sets. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For each partition P 
on Dd is defined by 
d 
= {B1, ••• ,Bm} of JR the pseudometric dp 
dp(G,H) = 
The topology T1 on Dd is generated by the family of pseudometrics {dp: Pis 
d 
a partition of JR }, i.e. a basis of T1 is provided by the family of sets 
{H: dp(G,H) < o} where GE Dd, o > 0 and P runs through all (finite) parti-
tions of ]Rd. 
Note that the collection of sets {H: dp(G,H) < o} is a basis and not on-
ly a subbasis of T1, because for each GE Dd, E: > 0 and 
partitions {Pl, ... Pk} we can find a partition p and a o 
dp(H,G) < o ~ dP. (H,G) < e: 
1. 
for I ~ i ::; k. 
each finite set of 
> 0 such that 
It is clear that T1 is the topology of convergence on all Borel sets 
(i.e. the coarsest topology on Dd for which the map fB: Dd + JR, defined by 
fB(G) = µG(B), G_E Dd is continuous for each BE B). 
In the sequel the closure and interior of a set Ac Dd with respect to 
a topology Twill be denoted by closT(A) and inty(A), respectively. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F be a df in Dd and n be a set of dfs in Dd, satisfying 
(A') K(n,F) = sup{Kp(n,F): Pis a partition of JRd} 
(B') K(Q,F) = K(intT (n),F). 
l 
Then 
(3. I) -I A lim N log P{FN En}= - K(n,F) 
N-+«> 
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PROOF. If K(Q,F) = oo then also K(int~ (Q),F) = 00 , using the convention 
K(0,F) = 00 • But then only condition (A) is needed in theorem 2.1, so we may 
suppose K(Q,F) < 00 • We shall verify that condition (B) of Theorem 2.1 is 
satisfied. Fix s > 0. Since K(intT (Q),F) = K(Q,F) < 00 , intT (Q); 0. Hence 
I I 
we can find a GE intT (Q) satisfying K(G,F) < K(Q,F) + ½s. Since 
G E intT (11) there exi~ ts a partition P = {B 1 , ... ,Bm} of ]Rd and a 8 > 0 such 
l 
that {HE Dd: dp(H,G) < o} c Q. It follows that there exists an N0 E JN such (N) 
that for each N::::: N0 a df GN E Dd can be found, satisfying 
(i) dp(GN,G) < o, hence GN E Q and {HE Dd: dp(H,GN) = O} c Q 
(ii) Kp(GN,F) < Kp(G,F) + ½s s K(G,F) + !s < K(Q,F) + s. 
This shows that condition (B) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. D 
Stone (1974) proves (3.1) under the conditions (in our notation) 
(Cl) K(Q,F) < oo 
For arbitrary s > O, there is a df GE Q, a partition P = {B1, ... ,Bm} 
and a o > 0 such that 
(C2) Kp(Q,F) s Kp(G,F) < Kp(Q,F) + s 
(CJ) {HE Dd: dp(H,G) < a} c Q 
It turns out that if K(Q,F) < 00 these conditions are equivalent to con-
ditions (A') and (B') of our theorem 3.1, implying that Stone's theorem I is 
in fact equivalent to our Theorem 3.1 if K(Q,F) < oo, 
To prove the equivalence suppose that conditions (A') and (B') are 
satisfied and K(Q,F) < 00 • Fix s > O. By (B') there exists a GE intT1(Q) 
satisfying K(G,F) < K(Q,F) + s. Since GE intT (Q) there exists a partition 
Panda o > 0 such that {HE Dd: dp(H,G) < o} 111. By (A') there exists a 
refinement R of P satisfying K(Q,F) < ~(Q,F) + s (note that Kp(H,F) s 
s KR(H,F) for each HE Dd if Risa refinement of P). It is clear that there 
exists a o' > 0 such that HE Dd, ¾(H,G) < o' => dp(H,G) < o. 
Now KR(Q,F) s KR(G,F) s K(G,F) < K(Q,F) + s < KR(Q,F) + 2s 
It follows that conditions (Cl) to (CJ) of Stone (1974) are satisfied. 
To prove the implication in the reverse direction we introduce the 
following definition. 
d DEFINITION 3.2. Let F,G E Dd, P = {B 1, ... ,Bm} be a partition of :JR and 
Kp(G,F) < 00 • Then the PF-Zinear df G' corresponding to G is defined by 
µG'(B n Bj) = µF(B n Bj)µG(Bj)/µF(Bj) if µF(Bj) > 0 and µG'(B n Bj) = O, 
otherwise. 
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The device of PF-linear dfs was probably first used in large deviation prob-
lems by Sanov (1957) (for one-dimensional dfs). 
It was also used by Hoadley (1967) and in the more general form of defini~ 
tion 3:2 by Stone. 
We now can prove that the conditions (C) of Stone imply conditions (A') 
and (B') of our Theorem 3.1. 
First of all the conditions (C) imply K(Q,F) = sup{Kp(Q,F): Pis a par-
tition of ]Rd} by Lemma 2.3 of Stone (1974). 
Let E > O. If Stone's conditions are satisfied there exists a df GE Q, a 
partition P of ]Rd and a o > 0 satisfying (C2) and (C3) for this E, 
Let G' be the PF-linear df corresponding to G. 
Then K(G',F) = Kp(G',F) = Kp(G,F). By (C3) G' E intT (Q) and by (C2) 
I K(G' ,F) = Kp(G,F) < Kp(Q,F) +ES K(Q,F) + E. 
Thus K(inty1(~),F) < K(Q,F) + E implying that condition (B') of Theorem 3. I 
is satisfied, since intr (Q) C Q,.,. K(Q,F) $ K(intr (Q),F). 
I I 
4. A THEOREM OF SANOV 
In this section we shall show that Theorem II in Sanov (1957) is a 
special case of our Theorem 2.1. This has some interest since there exists 
doubt as to the validity of the results of Sanov (see Hoeffding (1965) p.373, 
Hoadley (1967) p:365 and Bahadur (1971) p.12) and since for example Hoadley 
(1967) for this reason doesn't use Sanov's Theorem 11 but redefines Sanov's 
concepts of E-neighborhood and F-distinguishability to avoid Sanov's Theorem 
11. 
We shall show that Sanov's theorem holds with the original definitions. 
This will at the same time throw some light on the relationship between the 
concept of F-distinguishability and Stone's conditions (C) (a question posed 
by Stone in Stone (1974)). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let P be a partition of Rd consisting of the sets 
B1 = (-oo,x 1), B2 = [x 1,x2), ..• ,Bm-l = [xm_2 ,xm_ 1), Bm = [xm_ 1,oo), where 
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m 
< x and let W = .u 1 B. x [a. ,b.J, where m m-1 m 1:= 1. 1. 1. 
~am~ 1, 0 ~ b 1~ ... ~ bm = and b 1 - a2 ~ O, b2 -
bm_ 2 - am-I > 0, bm-l - am 2 O. Suppose G1 E D1 is 
x E Bi. Then Vm ={GE D1: (x,G(x)) E Wm for all x 
s-neighborhood. 
a 3 > 0, b 3 - a 4 > 0, ..• , 
defined by G1(x) = ai, if 
E JR}\{G 1} is called an 
The partition Pis call~d the partition corresponding to V . 
m 
An unsatisfactory aspect of the concept of s-neighborhood is that E doesn't 
appear in it. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let F be a df in D1 which does not take on only a finite set 
of values. Then a set Q is called F-distinguishable if the following condi-
tions are satisfied: 
(a) K(Q,F) < oo, 
(b) For every n > 0 and every NE lN there exists a finite 
of s-neighborhoods V , ... , V such that Q(N) c b 
ml mk i=l 
> K(Q,F) - n, 1 ~ i ~ k. 
Moreover log k(n,N) = o (N) and max m. = O(N/log N). 
I:s:i:s:k 1. 
number k = k(n,N) 
V and K(Vm. ,F) > 
mi 1. 
(c) For every n > 0 there exists ans-neighborhood V c Q satisfying K(V ,F) < 
m m 
< K(Q,F) + fl. 
We show that conditions (A) and (B) of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied if Q 1.s F-
distinguishable. 
Let E > 0. By condition (c) of definition 4.2 there exists ans-neigh-
1 borhood Vm c Q satisfying K(Vm,F) < K(Q,F) + y· Choose a GE Vm satisfying 
( 4. 1) I K(G,F) < K(Vm,F) + r• 
According to definition 4.1: 
m 
where W = .U B. x [a.,b.], P = {B 1, ... ,B } is the partition corresponding m 1.=! 1. 1. 1. m 
to V 
m 
and G1 1.s the "lower bound" df of Vm defined by G1(x) = ai, for x E Bi' 
1 ~ i ~ m. 
We have 




s-neighborhood based on the set W 
m 
U B. x [a.,b.], with a 1 = b 1 = 0, then i= I i i i 
Vm is not open in T1 • 
5. A CONDITION ON THE CLOSURE OF r2 
A THEOREM OF BOROVKOV 
In this section we shall show that condition (A) of Theorem 2.1 is sat-
isfied if K(closT2 (r2),F) = K(r2,F), where T2 is the topology on Dd induced by 
the supremum metric d(F,G) = supd IF(x) - G(x)I for F, GE Dd. This will lead 
XEJR 
to easy proofs of theorems of Borovkov and Hoadley. 
The idea is to prove "tightness" for a family of probability measures 
which have uniformly bounded Kullback-Leibler numbers with respect to a 
fixed df F. Actually it will be shown in Lennna 5.2 that the uniform bounded-
ness of the numbers K(G ,F) for 
m 
a sequence {G} of dfs implies the conver-
m 
gence of a subsequence {G } in 
Plk 
the topology T1 of convergence on all Borel 
sets. 
This approach is akin to the information theoretical proofs of conver-
gence of a sequence of dfs {G} to a df Funder the condition lim K(G ,F) = 0 
m m+oo m 
(see J.W. Linnik (1959), A. Renyi (1960), I. Csiszar (1962)). In fact, if 
lim K(G ,F) = O, then {G} converges in total variation to F (Pinsker (1960)) 
m+oo m m 
which is a stronger kind of convergence than convergence in T 1 (see the re-
mark following Lennna 5.1). 
LEMMA 5. I • T 2 is strictly coarser than T 1 • 
PROOF. Let c > 0 and G be a one-dimensional df. Then there exists a finite 
(possibly empty) set of points x. E IR such that µG({x. }) 
i id 
We can therefore find a partition P = {B 1 , ••• ,Bm} of R 
point sets {x.} such thatµ ({x.}) 2 !sand open or half 
i G i 
for each i. 
consisting of one-
open intervals B. 
J 
such that µG(Bj) 5 !s, Then HE DI, dp(G,H) < £/4m => sup IH(x) - G(x) I < £, 
XER 
which proves the statement for D1. 
Next suppose that GE Dd and that G., I 5 i 5 dare the one-dimensional 
i 
marginals of G. For each marginal df G. there exists by the last paragraph 
i 
a partition {B. 1 ••• ,B. } consisting of open or half-open intervals B .. i, . i ,mi i, J 
such that µ (B .. ) < s/2d and one-point sets B .. with µG (B .. ) 2 £/2d. G. i,J d i,J i i,J 
Let P = {B 1 .~ •• Bm} be the partition of R consisting of the product sets 
B 1 • x • • x Bd . , I 5 j 5 m; , I 5 i 5 d. 
,JJ ,Jd k _._ 
Then HE Dd, dp(H,G) < E/4dm => i~ld IH(x) - G(x) I < E which proves the 
statement for Dd. 
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Moreover T1 i T2 , for convergence in the supremum metric does not imply 
convergence on all Borel sets (for each sequence of purely discrete dfs 
which converge in the supremum metric to a continuous df in Dd there exists 
a countable set of points in Rd such that the probability measure of this 
set is equal to one for each df in the sequence). D 
We note that the topology T1 is strictly coarser (has less open sets) 
than the topology generated by the total variation distance 
d(G,H) = sup lµG(B) - µ8 (B)I. BEB 
For example if we define for each n E JN 
g (x) = ' { 2 if (2k)2-n < x < (2k + 1)2-n, O ~ 
n O, otherwise 
the dfs G E D1 by the densities 
n-1 n k < 2 
then lim G =Gin the topology T1 but sup jµG (B) - µG(B)I = n➔00 n BEB n 
. I I 
= ! lg (x) - I I dx = ! 
0 n 
for each n E IN, if G(x) = x on [O, I]. 
In fact we have convergence on all Borel sets, but the convergence is not 
uniform. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A collection G of dfs in Dd is called uniformlf absolutely 
continuous (u.a.c.) with respect to df FE Dd' if for each E > 0 there exists 
a o > 0 such that for each GE G and each BE B: µG(B) < o => µF(B) < E, 
The next lennna gives some relationships between the topology of weak 
convergence and the topologies T1 and T2 for a class of dfs with uniformly 
bounded Kullback-Leibler numbers. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let F be an arbitrary df in Dd and let G = {G E Dd: K(G,F) ~ M} 
for some fixed M > O. 
Then 
(a) G is u.a.c. with respect to F. 
(b) For each sequence {G } in G which converges weakly (in law) to a df 
m 
G E Dd 
(i) lim Gm= G in the topology T1 (hence in particular in the topology 
m+oo 
Tz). 
( ii) K(G ,F) ~ lim inf K(G ,F). 
m rn-+m 
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(c) G is compact in the topology T1• 
(d) The restriction of the identity map I: (Dd, T1) ➔ (Dd, T2) to G is uni-
formly continuous. 
PROOF. 
(a) -I Let€> O. Let 6 > 0 be a number such that (E/2) log(E/26) > M + e 
Then, for each G E G 
= ( g dµ = 
and each BE B 
f gdµ + 
satisfying µF(B) < 6: 
jB F Bn{gsE/26} F 
+ f g dµF s (€/26) µF(B) + 
Bn{g>E:/26} 
-I f + (log (E/26)) g log g dµF $; 
Bn{g>E/26} 
sh+ -I I (M+e )(log(E/26))- < €, 
where g dG/dF. 
-I (Note that the inequality x log x ~ -e gives a lower bound for the 
integral l g log g dµF). 
It follows that G is u.a.c. with respect to F. 
(b)(i) Suppose {C } is a sequence in G which converges weakly to a df 
m 
( 5. I) 
(5.2) 
GE Dd. By (a) there exists for each€> 0 a 6 > 0 such that for each 
m E lN and B E B: J.l F ( B) < 8 => µG ( B) < € . 
m 
Let BE B. Then there exist an open set U and a closed set K satisfy-
ing Kc B c U and µF(U\K) < 8. This implies that sup µG (U\K) 
mEJN m 
so by the weak convergence of {G} to G: 
m 
lim sup µ (B) s 
m+ro Gm 
lim sup µG (K) + lim sup µG (B\K) 
m+oo m m+oo m 
s µG(B) + €, 
and 
lim inf µG (B) ~ lim inf µG (U) - lim sup µG (U\B) ~ JJc(U) - € 
m+ro m m+ro m m+"' m 
~ µG(B) - €, 
Inequalities (5.1) and (5.2) imply lim µG (B) = µG(B). 
m+oo m 
(b)(ii) This follows from (b)(i) and the inequality K(G,F) slim inf K(G ,F), 
m-+-m m 




This relation follows from a theorem of Gelfand, Yaglom and Perez 
stating that K(G,F) = sup{~(G,F): Pis a partition of fild} (see for 
example Pinsker (1964), p.20) 
( c) It is well known that for the topology T I on D d the notions "compact" 
and "sequentially compact" coincide (see for example Ganssler (1971), 
theorem 3. 7) • 
Let {G } be a sequence in G. This sequence is tight because G 
Ill 
is u.a.c. with respect to F and Fis tight. There exists therefore a 
subsequence {G } of {G } which converges weakly to a df G. Hence by 
mk m 
(b) {G } converges to Gin the topology T1 and rnk 
• K(G ,F) :o; lim inf K(G ,F) :o; M. 
K➔oo mk 
(d) The identity map is continuous because T2 c T1 and uniformly continuous 
on G because G is compact (note that the family of pseudornetrics {dp} 
generates a uniformity on Dd x Dd). D 
The next lemma gives a sufficient condition for the fulfillment of con-
dition (A') of Theorem 3. I. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let F be a df in Dd and Q a set of dfs in Dd satisfying 
(t") K(closT (Q) ,F) = K(s-2,F). 
2 
Then condition (A') of Theorem 3.1 holds. 
PROOF. Let a= sup{Kp(Q,F): Pis a partition of Rd} and let n > 0 be such 
that a+ n < K(Q,F). If A= {GE Dd: K(G,F) :o; a+ n}, then by Lemma 4.2 the 
restriction to A of the identity map I: (Dd, T1) ➔ (Dd, T2) is uniformly 
continuous. Hence, for each rn E JN there exist a partition P and a o > 0, 
m m 
such that sup d I G(x) - H(x) I < _!_ if G, H E A and dp (G,H) < o • We can 
xEJR m m m 
choose for each m EN a G E Q satisfying Kn (G ,F) ~a+ n. 
rn rm m 
Let the (P )F-linear function G' corresponding to G be defined as in defin-
rn m m 
ition 3.2. Then K(G',F) = Kp (G',F) = Kp (G ,F) ~a+ n, for each rn EN, 
rn m rn m m 
hence G~ EA and because by Lemma 5.2 A is compact in the topology T 1 there 
exists a GE A and a subsequence {G' } of {G'} satisfying ki~ G' =Gin T1• 
Then also lim c' =Gin T2 and sinl dp (G': G) = O < 0 => mk k-+oo mk I m m m rn 
=> supd I G (x) - G' (x) I < - lirn sup d l G (x) - G(x) I = 0. It follows 
xEfil m rn rn • k-+00 XCJR . mk 
that G E closT (rl). However G E A => K(G,F) ::::: a + n < K(Q,F), a contradiction. D 
2 
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Combining results of Section 3 and this section we get the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let F be a df in Dd and n a set of dfs in Dd satisfying 
(5.3) K(intT (Q),F) = K(closT (Q),F) 
I . 2 
-1 -Then lim N log P {FN E Q} = -K(Q,F) 
N-+«> 
PROOF. This follows at once from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 5.3. D 
-1 -By a theorem of Borovkov li~ N log P{FN E Q} = -K(Q,F) if the under-
lying df Fis a one-dimensional continuous df and n is a set of dfs in D1 
such that Q is open in the topology T2 and K(n,F) = K(closT (Q),F) (see (31) 
2 
in Borovkov (1967)). Obviously this is a special case of Theorem 5.1 since 
T2 c Tl implies intT (Q) c intT (Q). 
2 I 
Borovkov suggests in Borovkov (1972) p.29, that Sanov's Theorem 11 is 
implied by this special case, although it is not entirely clear what he 
means by "the" theorem of Sanov. Anyhow, this implication does not seem to 
hold, because the E-neighborhoods of Sanov are not necessarily open sets in 
T2 (see the remark at the end of Section 4 where it is shown that an E-neigh-
borhood need not be open in T1). 
6. THE K-SAMPLE SITUATION. GENERALIZATION OF A THEOREM OF HOADLEY 
In this section we shall consider the k-sample situation. Let 
X. 1 , .•• ,x. be i.i.d. cl-dimensional i, i, ni random vectors with df F. for i 
I s: i s: k and lef the sample sizes n. tend to k i infinity such that 
I n./N 
i 
p.! = O(l), where N = l n. and p. > O, ls= is: k. The empirical 
i i=l i i 
the sample {x. 1, •.. ,X. } will be denoted by F. i , i , ni i , ni df of 
If Tis a topology on Dd' then the product topology on Dd which has a 
basis consisting of the product sets A1 x •• x ~• where Ai ET for I s: is: k, 
will also be denoted by T, 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let 
r p. = I. Let P = 
i= I i 
product sets B . 
I 'J l 
k k F = (F 1, ••• ,Fk) E Dd and p = (p 1, ... ,pk) E (0,1] where 
P b . . f dk . . f h p x •• x ea partition o JR consisting o t e I k 
X , , X B . where B. . belongs to the partition P. of 
k,Jk i,Ji i 
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PROOF. Only small changes 1.n the proof of Theorem 2.1 are needed. 
COROLLARY 6 • I • 
I (intT (Q),F) 
k 
and Q be a subset of Dd satisfying 
p I 
(6.4) -I A A lirn N log P{(F 1 , ••• ,Fk ) E Q} = -K(Q,F). N-+ro . 'n I , nk 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
k DEFINITION 6.3. Suppose T: Dd ➔ R u { - 00 , 00 } is an extended real-valued func-
tion. Then, 
k 
for each r E JR, Q 1.s defined by Q = {G 
r k r 
k EkDd: T(G) ~ r}. For 
FE Dd, r E JR and p = (p 1 , ••. ,pk) E (O,I] such that l p. = 1 we define i= I 1. I (r) = I (Q ,F). 
P P r 
LEMMA 6.1. Let T: D: ➔ Ru {-00,00} be an upper semicontinuous function. Then 
I : JR ➔ JR u { 00 } 1,,s continuous from the left. p 
PROOF. If I (r) = 00 for each r ER the statement of the lennna is trivial, p 
so suppose I (r) < 00 for at least oner E JR. Let p {r} be a sequence in JR rn 
such that r t r for an r E R satisfying 
rn 
I (r) < 00 • I is monotonically p p 
non-decreasing on R, hence I (r ) s rn E N and lirn I (r ) pm ro+oopm (r) < co for each p 
exists. Choose E: > 0. For each rn E N there exists a G = (G 1 , ••• ,G k) E It rn rn, rn, u 
sarisfying I (G ,F) < I (r) k pm pm 
= l p. K(G . ,F.) < I (r) + i=l 1. m,1. 1. P 
the Kullback-Leibler numbers 
+ E: and T(G) ~ r . Since I (G ,F) = 
m rn p rn 
E: < 00 for each m E 1N and p . > 0, for I s i s k, 1. 
K(G . ,F.) are uniformly bounded in m for 
m, 1. 1. 
I s 1. s k. By Lemma 5.2 there exists therefore a subsequence {Gm.} of {G} 
rn 
and a G = (G 1, ••• ,Gk) E Dk such that for each i +irn Gm, i = G. i~ the top-
ology T1 on Dd and K(G.,~~ s li~ inf K(Grn, i,F.):~henJ:lso i~m Gm,= Gin 
- k i i J➔co J • i ~-+ro J 
the topology T1 on Dd and I (G,F) s lirn inf I (G ,F) s lirn 1.nf I (r ) + E:. p j-+ro p mj j-+ro p rnj 
Since T 1s upper semi continuous and T(G ) ~ r for each j E ]N, T(G) ~ r. rn, rn· 
H d ( ) . . J) J ence GE Q an I G,F s 11.rn 1.nf I (rm + E: = 
r P j-+ro P j 
Since E: > 0 is arbitrary I (r) = lim I (r) 
P m+oo P rn 
lirn I (r ) + E:. 
Il&OO P ffi 
is irnrnediate from the mo-
notonicity of I . The left continuity also holds for a point r such that 
p 
I (r) = 00 and p 
bounded in m, 
I (r') < co for r' < r. For if r tr and I (r) is uniformly p rn p rn 
then by the line of argument used above there exists a GE Q 
r 
satisfying I (G,F) < 00 , a contradiction. D p 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let T: D~ + lR u {-00 , 00 } be a continuous function on D~. Then, if 
IP is continuous from the right in rand if {uN} is a sequence of real num-
bers such that lim u.. = 0 N+oo N 
(6.5) 
PROOF. Since the function t ➔ I (t) is monotonically non-decreasing, it has p 
at most countably many points of discontinuity. I is continuous from the p 
left by· Lennna 6.1 and continuous from the right in r by assumption. Hence 
there exists for each E > 0 a o > 0 such that I (r) - E < I (r-o) s I (r) s p p p 
I ( r+-0) < I ( r) + 
p p 
E and I is continuous in r-o and r+o. Obviously the con-
P 
tinuity of IP in a point t E :JR and the continuity of T imply IP(closy2 (Qt),F)= 
= Ip(Qt,F) = Ip(intr/Qt),F)., since Qt+y C intr/Q) for each y > o. 
Corollary 6.1 now implies -I (r) - E < - I (r+o) = 
-I ..... ..... p p 
= lim N log P{T(F 1 , ••• ,Fk ) ~ r + o} S N+oo -I ,n..... ,0,,. .... 
sliminfN logP{T(F 1 , ••• ';Fk )~r+uN}s N+oo - I ..... 'n I ..... , nk 
s lim sup N log P{T(F I , ..• ,Fk ) ~ r + uN} S 
N+oo - I .... ' n I ..... ' nk 
slim N log P{T(FI , .•• ,Fk ) ~ r - o} = - I (r-o) < - I (r) + E, Thus 
N+oo -1 ..... 'n 1 ..... 'nk P P 
lim N log P{T(F 1 , ... ,Fk ) ~ r + uN} = - Ip(r). 0 N+oo ,n1 ,nk 
Hoadley's Theorem I in Hoadley (1967) is a special case of our Theorem 6.2. 
In Hoadley's theorem Dd = D1, F = (F 1, ••• ,Fk) consists of continuous one-
k dimensional dfs, Tis a real-valued uniformly continuous function on D1 and 
-I ln./N - p. I = O(N log N). In Hoadley's proof the set Q is approached by 
i i r 
so-called "F-strips" which are similar to the £-neighborhoods of Sanov. This 
leads to very involved constructions for which generalizations to a proof of 
Theorem 6.2 migh~ prove to be rather difficult. 
7. CHERNOFF'S THEOREM 
The foregoing theory will be applied to give an information theoretical 
proof of Chernoff's theorem (Chernoff (1952)). In a subsequent paper we 
shall give a multivariate generalization of this theorem. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let x1, x2 , ... , be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with 
df FE D1 and let Qr be defined by Qr= {GE D1: f ]R xdG(x) exists and 
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JJR xdG(x) ~ r}. Then 





X. ~ r} = -K(Q ,F). 
l. r 
This theorem is equivalent to Chernoff's theorem, since by Lennna I of 
. -tr f. tx Hoeffding (1965) K(Q ,F) = 
r 
- log(1.nf{e e dF(x)}). 
t~O JR 
LEMMA 7.1. Let FE D1• Then the mapping r ➔ K(Qr,F), r E JR is convex. 
PROOF. This follows from the convexity of the function x ➔ x log x, x ~ 0 and 
the linearity of the function G ➔ JJR x dG(x), GE {HE D1: JJR x dH(x) > - 00 }. 0 
DEFINITION 7.1. For FE D1 and M > 0 the (conditional) df FM is defined by 
(7. 2) µF (B) = µF(B n [-M,M])/µF([-M,M]), BE 8. 
M 
LEMMA 7.2. Let FED and r ER. Then K(Q ,F) = lim K(Q ,FM). 
I r M-)-00 r 
PROOF. Let BM= [-M,M] for each M > 0. Choose an arbitrary E > 0. There 
exists an M0 > 0 such that !log µF(BM) I < E for M ~ M0 . Hence, if M ~ M0 : 
K(G,F) ~ K(G,FM) + E for each GED (the inequality is trivially satisfied 
if K(G,FM) = 00), implying K(Qr,F) ~ li~~nf K(Qr,FM). 
We shall prove that also 
(7.3) 
If K(Q ,F) = oo, then (7.3) is 
r 
trivially satisfied. If K(Q ,F) < oo, but 
r 
K(Qr+o'F) = 00 for all o > 0, then it is easily seen that K(Q ,F) = 
r 
= - log µF({r}). So we may suppose 
(7. 4) K(Q ",F) 
r+u 
< 00 for some o > 0. 
If (7.4) is satisfied, K(Qt,F) 1.s finite 1.n a neighborhood oft= r by mono-
tonicity. The convexity of the mapping t ➔ K(Qt,F) then implies that this 
mapping is continuous at t = r. 
Let E > 0. Then there exists a o > 0 such that K(Q ",F) < K(Q ,F) + lE, 
r+u r 
Choose a GE Q satisfying K(G,F) < K(Q ,F) + ½2. There exists an M0 > O r+o r+o 
such that JJR x dGM(x) ~ r, if M ~ M0 , where GM is defined by 
implying (7.3). D 
K(G,F) < K(n ,F) + £, 
r 
LEMMA 7.3. Let Xi,x2 , .•. , be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with 




PROOF. lim sup N -I log P{N -] 
N-+<x> 
-I -1 m ~ lim (Nm) log{(P{m I N-+<x> i=l 
X. ~ r} $ lim sup N-l log P{N-I 
i. N-+<x> 
N 
I X. ~ r}. l. i=] 
N 
I X. ~ r} ~ 
i=l l. 
r} )N} -I -1 m x. ~ = m log P{m I X. ~ r}. □ l. i=] l. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 7.1. We first prove Theorem 7.1 under the assumption that 
F has compact support, i.e. µF(BM) = 1 for a bounded closed interval 
BM= [-M,M], M > O. 
The function T: D1 ➔ JR defined by T(G) = f x dG(x) is continuous [-M,M] 
on the space D1 endowed with the topology T2 
d(G,H) = sup IG(x) - H(x)I, 
induced by the supremum metric 
XEE. 
We now note that since µF(BM) = 1: 
... I ... P{T(FN) ~ r} = P{ x dFix) ~ r} = 
= P{ I A [-M,M] -1 N x dFN(x) ~ r} = P{N I x. ~ r} 
i=I l. lR 
and K(n ,F) = K(A ,F), where A = {G: T(G) ~ r}. 
r r r 
If the function i: t ➔ K(At,F) is continuous from the right int= r, 
then (7.1) follows from Theorem 6.2. If the function~ is not continuous 
from the right int= r, then µF({r}) > O, F(r) = I and 
-I -I N ~ N log P{N .l Xi~ r} = log µF({r}) = - K(Ar,F) (see the proof of 
i.= I 
Lemma 7.2). 
To prove the theorem without the condition that F has compact support 







X. ~ r} = P{N-J l X. :::: r I X. E [-M,MJ, 




Lets> o and c = lim sup N-I log P{N-I 
N-+oo 
l X. :::: r}. 
i= I 1. 
There exists an m E ]N such that 
Since lim PF 
M-+co M 




- I - I 
m log P{m 
-I m P{m I X. 





X. :::: r}:::: c - s. 
]_ 
there exists an MO > 0 
-I 
satisfying m log PF {rn 
-I I x. ;::: r} ]_ ;::: C - 2s, if M ;::: MO. Hence, by Lennna 
7.3 M i=I 
N 
(7.6) lim sup N-l log P {N-I 
N+oo FM 
l xi:::: r}? c - 2s, if M? Mo· 
i=J 
By Lennna 7.2 
(7. 7) K(Q ,F) = lim K(Q ,FM) 
r M-+oo r 
and by the first part of this proof 
(7. 8) lim N-I log P (N-I 
N-+oo FM 
N 
l Xi? r} = -K(Qr,FM). 
i=J 
Combining (7. 6), (7. 7) and (7. 8) we get c - 2s :::: -K(Q ,F), implying 
r 
c:::: -K(Q ,F) since s > 0 was arbitrarily chosen. 
r 
On the other hand we have for fixed NE N and M > 0 
-I P{N-J N ? N-1 {N-1 N N log I X. ? r} log PF I x. ;::: r} + log µF([-M,M]). 
i=l ]_ M i=l ]_ N 
Hence, for M sufficiently large lim inf -I log P{N-I I ;::: r} N X. ? N-+oo i=I ]_ 
-I - {N-1 N ? lim inf N log PF I X. ? r} + log µF ( [ -M,M]) N➔oo M i=l ]_ 
? -K(Qr,FM) + log µF([-M,M]), where the last inequality follows from the 
first part of the proof. 
Thus, by Lennna 7.2 





X. :::: r} ? 
]_ 
? - lim K(Qr,FM) + lim log µF([-M,M]) = 
M-+oo M-+oo 
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